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Outline

- Introduction to the SuperCDMS Experiment, emphasis 
on low mass reach. 

- Details of the technologies that make low mass 
sensitivity possible. 

- This talk will focus on background challenges and 
how we plan to address them. 

- Matt Pyle’s talk will focus on detector challenges and 
how we plan to address them.
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The SuperCDMS Collaboration
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SuperCDMS in a Nutshell
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Discrimination from 
measurements of 
ionization and 
phonon energy and 
charge distributions

ER back
ground

NR signal

Ephonon
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ha

rg
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Keep backgrounds low as possible through 
shielding and material selection.

Use a combination of discrimination and shielding to maintain a 
“<1 event expected background” experiment with low 

temperature semiconductor detectors
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h+%eG%

eG%

h+%

iZIP discrimination of surface events 

In the new iZIPs the ionization lines (±2V) 
are interleaved with phonon sensors (0V) 
on a ~1mm pitch 

Z-PARTITION:  
The resulting symmetry/asymmetry in 
charge collection in sides 1 and 2 

Bulk events:  
charges (e,h) drift to both sides of 
the crystal 

Surface events:  
charges (e,h) drift to only one side 
of the crystal 

6%

SuperCDMS Soudan:  iZIP Detectors
- Ge crystal (600 g) interleaved Z-sensitive 

Ionization and Phonon detectors (iZIP)

- Ionization lines (±2 V) are interleaved with 
phonon sensors

5

3” diameter
1” thick
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- Two charge channels on each face can be used 
to reject surface and sidewall events

Backgrounds'to'Eliminate'
Bulk%electron%recoils%=%%

Compton'background'and'1.3'keV'
ac5va5on'line''

sidewall%%&%surface%events'=%%
betas'and'xHrays'from'210Pb,'210Bi,'
recoils'from'206Pb,'outer'radial'

comptons'and'ejected'electrons'from'
compton'scafering'

Cosmogenic%&%radiogenic%
neutrons%

nuclear recoils!

Ephonon!
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!

Use)division)of)energy)
between)inner)and)outer)
sensors,)“radial)par00on”)

Use)division)of)energy)
between)sides)1)and)2,)
“zKpar00on”)

UCLA'February'2014' 5'

Ioniza0on)vs)phonon)
dis0nguishes)NR)
from)bulk)ER)

Use)ac0ve)and)passive)
shielding.))Simula0on)
determines)remaining)
irreducible)rate)SuperCDMS'

Muon'veto''

for)modeling)210Pb)bg)in)Geant4,)see)P.)Redl’s)talk)

SuperCDMS Soudan:  iZIP Detectors
- Ge crystal (600 g) interleaved Z-sensitive 

Ionization and Phonon detectors (iZIP)

- Ionization lines (±2 V) are interleaved with 
phonon sensors
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- Phonon sensors and their layout are 
optimized to enhance phonon signal to noise 
ratio

- Each side has one outer channel to reject zero 
charge events and 3 inner channels to reject 
surface and sidewall events.

(dG>)

•  M1P)4I=1&!-/4)61%18%"&$)a(dG>$b)91(#+)8"33($$("#16)'%)4"I6'#)

EZ)-B)/""&1D)!'7%18,) <$=1#)!1#%1&)2"&)>,?$(8$)@)A19B);CD)EC;;)

•  >,"#"#)+I'&6)&(#+)8'#)91)I$16)%")
&1q18%),(+,@&'6(I$)^1&"@8,'&+1)151#%$)

•  G#%1&71'516)8,'&+1)1718%&"61$)8'#)
&1q18%)151#%$)"#)t'%)$I&2'81$)

•  !,'&+1)'#6)=,"#"#)&1$"7I:"#)$(3(7'&)
%")!-/4)GG)61%18%"&$)

•  RW=18%)2'8%"&)"2)')21P)9101&)&1q18:"#)
"2)9'8.+&"I#6$)'%)7"P)1#1&+?)

Phonon sensor layout: 

Field lines near surface: 

SuperCDMS Soudan:  iZIP Detectors
- Ge crystal (600 g) interleaved Z-sensitive 

Ionization and Phonon detectors (iZIP)

- Ionization lines (±2 V) are interleaved with 
phonon sensors

5

3” diameter
1” thick
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3” diameter
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3� Diameter 
2.5 cm Thick 

Data for this analysis:   
 
577 kg-days 
taken from Mar 2012 – July 2013 
7 iZIPs with lowest trigger threshold 

Operational since March 2012 

SuperCDMS at SOUDAN 

9.0 kg Ge (15 iZIPs x 600g) 

iZIP  
interleaved Z-sensitive 

Ionization & Phonon detectors  

Instrumented on both sides with  
2 charge+ 4 phonon sensors 

5%

- 9 kg Ge (15 iZIP detectors, each with mass 
mass 600 g) stacked into 5 towers
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SuperCDMS iZIP Detectors
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Bulk electron recoils
Bulk nuclear recoils
Surface events

Soudan iZIP Surface Calibration 

!   65,000 beta events and 15,000 206Pb 
recoils analyzed 

!   No surface events leaking into 67% 
fiducial volume 

!   Limits surface event leakage to 
<2x10-5 at 90% CL 
!   80,000:1 rejection required for SNOLAB 
!   0/80,000 passing cuts in these data 

!   Ionization collection at the surface is 
significantly improved over CDMS-II 
detectors 

210Pb$
22$y$

210Bi$
5$d$

210Po$
0.4$y$

206Pb$
stable$

63.5$keV$βI$ 1.16$MeV$βI$
Type% E%[keV]% P%[%]%

βI$ 17$ 84$

βI$ 63.5$ 16$

Aug$E$ 8.2$ 37$

CE$ 30.2$ 60$

CE$ 42.5$ 14$

XIray$ ~10.8$ 24$

XIray$ 46.5$ 4$

5.3$MeV$α$,$
105$ke

V$2
06Pb$ 210Pb$is$a$ubiquitous$background$

because$it$is$the$longIlived$222Rn$
daughter.$$The$extraordinary$detail$
collected$on$this$background$in$CDMS$
iZIPs$provides$important$background$
informaCon.$$$$SuperCDMS - Jeter Hall - Closing in on Dark Matter 9 

APL 103, 164105 (2013)

- 71,525 (38,178) electrons and 16,258 (7,007) 
206Pb recoil surface event collected from 
210Pb source in 905.5 (683.8) live-hours

- In ~800 live hours 0 events leaking into 
the signal region  
(misID < 1.7 x 10-5  @90% C.L.)

- ~50% fiducial volume (8-115 keVr)
- <0.6 events in 0.3 ton-years
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Soudan Recent Results
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2 charge + 2 charge 
6 phonon + 6 phonon

From Soudan to SNOLAB

8

SuperCDMS SNOLAB
3” Diameter 
2.5 cm Thick 

600 g Ge crystals

SuperCDMS Soudan
4” Diameter 
3.3 cm Thick 

1.4 kg Ge crystals / 615 g Si crystals 
6 Towers Ge + 1 Tower Si iZip 

1 Tower HV Detectors (6 Ge + 2 Si) 

2 charge + 2 charge 
4 phonon + 4 phonon
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB
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Proposed ~50 kg payload of 
Ge & Si (capacity 400 kg Ge)

Technical/Scope/Overview/

•  Aside:/Shielding/1.3/(FNAL/Technical/Review/April/1)2)/
–  Inter)linkage/w//WBS/1.7/via/total/background/rate/

4/13/15/ 12/John/L./Orrell/–/Level/2/Manager/WBS/1.7:/Background/Control/&/CalibraAon/
SuperCDMS/SNOLAB/Technical/Review/

Outer/Water/Poly/ Lead/ Snobox/(6/cans/w//towers)/ Inner/Poly/
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB Towers
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- Lower operating temperature gives us improved 
phonon resolution 

- Improved charge resolution with HEMT readout 
- Improved phonon resolution + more phonon 

channels + improved charge resolution  
‣ improved fiducialization  
‣ better surface event rejection

Improved Surface Event Rejection:

Details in Pyle Talk
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SG>2$

iZIP$advantage:$Electron,vs.,nuclear,recoil,discrimina1on,through,ioniza1on,yield,analysis,

ν"’s/3H///Surface/ Neutrons/
SuperCDMS/
dominant/

backgrounds/

SNOLAB Projected Reach
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SuperCDMS HV
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- SuperCDMS HV strategy leverages 
Neganov-Luke amplification to obtain 
low thresholds with high-resolution 

- Ionization only, uses phonon 
instrumentation to measure ionization 

- No event-by- event discrimination of 
nuclear recoils

Ne =
Ei

✏

where                in Ge.✏ = 3eV

- Drifting Ne electrons across a potential 
(V) generates qNeV electron volts of 
heat  

- The work done drifting the charges can 
be detected as heat.

CDMSLite'
•  Can'explore'low'mass'WIMPs'via'

alternative'running'mode'

•  CDMSLite'utilizes'Luke'phonons'

•  Standard'detectors'are'biased'at'+/L'2V'

•  Eluke'='Ne/h'x'eVb'

•  Luke'energy'scales'as'bias'voltage'and'

noise'remains'constant'until'breakdown' Luke energy scales as bias 
voltage and noise remains 
constant until breakdown

Eluke = Ne/h x eVb
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Proof of Principle:  CDMSlite Results 
PRL 112, 041302, 2014
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CDMSlite (This result)
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SuperCDMS-Soudan 
Voltage Assisted Ionization Detection 
arXiv:1309.3259; Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 041302 (2014) 

!   Detectors operated for two weeks (livetime) at 70 V / 2.5 cm 
!   Noise-free signal gain 

!   World leading limits below 5 GeV 
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A%signal%gain%of%24%was%demonstrated%using%
SuperCDMS%iZIPs%with%alterna3ve%electronics.%%This%
allowed%a%lower%threshold%of%160%eVee.%

This%demonstra3on%showed%excellent%sensi3vity%down%to%a%
few%GeV%WIMP%mass.%%The%largest%systema3c%is%the%limited%
knowledge%of%the%ioniza3on%yield%at%these%low%energy.%
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- Detectors operated for 2 weeks (livetime) at 70 V/ 2.5 cm 
- Noise-free signal gain 

- Worlds leading limits below 5 GeV

A signal gain of 24 was demonstrated & 
allowed a lower threshold of 160 eVee.

Demonstration showed excellent 
sensitivity down to a few GeV.  
Largest systematic is limited 
knowledge of the ionization yield 
as such low energy.
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Backgrounds
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• Work with most radio-pure materials 
possible to minimize rates in detectors 
and components closest to the detectors.

• Install passive (active) shielding to 
suppress (detect) backgrounds from 
surrounding environment

• Carefully screen experimental 
components

• Powerful discrimination from analysis

• Minimize fabrication and handling time 
to suppress exposure to cosmic rays.

• Go underground.

Sources: Solutions:

Radioactive decays from 
naturally abundant radio-
isotopes 

Radioactive decays from 
“created” radio-isotopes  
(i.e. activated materials)  

Interactions from cosmic rays 
and their daughter particles.
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Community Assays Database
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http://radiopurity.org Supported by AARM, LBNL, MAJORANA, SMU, SJTU & others

Use Clean Materials

http://radiopurity.org
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Compton Background
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Problem*#3:*Compton*Background**

20*D
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r] 

Soudan*Photon*Rate:**
1100*evt/keVrkgyr**
(40*evt/keVtkgyr)*

Wasn’t*a*priority*for*
CDMS*II*Soudan.*We*had*
ER/NR*DiscriminaDon*at*
high*energies*

Background Simulation 

Total Phonon (eVt) 

      Bulk 
      High Radius 

- Photon Rate at Soudan: 
1100 ev/keVr kg yr 

- Not an issue for the Soudan 
experiments because we had 
NR/ER discrimination at 
high energies.
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Compton Background
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- Dominant source of these photons is the cryostat. 

- Target for SNOLAB cryostat:  5 ev/keVr kg yr  
(~220x < Soudan)

SoluDon*#3:*Cleaner*Cryostat*

21*

** U*(mBq/kg)* Th*(mBq/kg)* K*(mBq/kg)*

Polyethylene* *DEAP/CLEAN*
(unpublished)*

0.03* 0.02* 0.1*

Cu* *Xenon*100*
(arXiv:*1103.5831)**

0.07* 0.02* 0.03*

Pb* *Xenon*100* 0.8* 0.5* 1.5*

SNOLAB*Cryostat:**5*evt/keVrkgyr**
*****************x220*<**Soudan*

D
iff

er
en

tia
l R

at
e 

 
[e

vt
/k

eV
tk

gy
r] 

Phonon (eVt) 

      Bulk 
      High Radius 

- Photon Rate at Soudan: 
1100 ev/keVr kg yr 

- Not an issue for the Soudan 
experiments because we had 
NR/ER discrimination at 
high energies.
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Compton Background:  Cleaner Cryostat
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Material 238U 232Th 40K Reference
Polyethylene 0.03 mBq/kg 0.02 mBq/kg 0.1 mBq/kg DEAP [121]
Copper 0.07 mBq/kg 0.02 mBq/kg 0.04 mBq/kg XENON100 [122]
Lead 0.66 mBq/kg 0.5 mBq/kg 7.0 mBq/kg XENON100 [122]
Detector and Housing surfaces 210Pb: 25 nBq/cm2 SuperCDMS Soudan

Table 11: Material contaminant levels assumed in various elements of the shielding and tower construction. The
levels are rounded up from levels measured in radiopure materials used by other experiments. We assume the same
contamination levels in polyethylene as in acrylic. Additionally, we assume a contamination of radon daughters
(specifically, 210Pb, 210Bi, and 210Po) on inner detector surfaces at the level of ⇠25 nBq/cm2 obtained for Ge iZIP
detectors in Soudan. The 25 nBq/cm2 quoted for surface contamination is our best estimate for the rate on the
SuperCDMS Soudan Ge detector faces; the copper in Soudan is estimated to have a ⇠20 times higher rate.

These sources are di↵erentiated by the type of background generated in the detectors and the
methods used to reduce them. The Cosmic ray induced neutron flux (source 7) is minimized by
the depth of the SNOLAB cavern and could be further reduced by a muon veto (see Section A.3).
The design and implementation of the primary shield addresses the cavern and environmental
backgrounds (source 6) (see Section 6). Prompt radon decays in interstitial air (source 5) will be
addressed by purging the shielding with a flow of dry nitrogen as described in Section 6. All of the
other sources of backgrounds (sources 1-4) will be minimized by a rigorous program of controlling
material sourcing, production, shipping, cleaning and assembly. In this section we will explain the
method for defining limits for each of these background sources, and the remaining sections will be
devoted to the procedures that we will adopt to obtain those levels.

In order to determine realistic targets for the experiment sensitivity reach and based on our
experience at Soudan, we assume that the background rate will be dominated by radioactive im-
purities in the cryostat and shielding materials and by 210Pb on the detector surfaces and housings
(i.e. sources (1) and (3)). We chose target contamination levels as given in Table 11 based on results
obtained by similar low background experiments. These contamination rates are multiplied by the
susceptibility factors from simulation given in Section 6, Table 9 to obtain the target background
rates.

Therefore, Table 11 also defines the current material specifications for sources (1) and (3). For
other sources that have not yet been directly simulated, we have estimated preliminary specifica-
tions that should ensure they remain sub-dominant contributors overall. These specifications may
evolve in two ways. First, as we run more simulations with increasing fidelity, the approximate
numbers will be replaced with more exact ones. Second, as screening results are compiled, some
material specifications may be either loosened or tightened if other components are found to have
a significantly lower or higher background contribution than targeted.

Material contamination and activation Trace levels of radioactive isotopes (source 1) are
a primary concern for evaluating the selected construction materials. Preliminary specifications
for the most prevalent materials are given in Table 11. Note that presently we are targeting
a single specification for all components made from a given material. For copper in particular,
this assumption may be unnecessarily limiting, as the majority of background originates from the
detector housings and tower support material. As the background budget evolves, we will define a
cleaner specification for the tower and housing copper, which will significantly reduce the overall
backgrounds with only a minor cost increase.

Notable sources missing from Table 11 are the detector wiring and cold hardware, which are
in close proximity to the detectors, and are likely to carry higher contamination per unit mass
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Dominant background now results from Rn.
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238U Decay Chain

222Rn can adsorb on 
detector surface and 
then decay to 210Pb

222Rn daughters (mostly 
214Pb & 214Bi) can settle 
on detector surface and 

then decay to 210Pb

Radon Contamination
- Airborne radon is everywhere. 
It can absorb onto detectors 
during fabrication and testing 

- Quickly decays to 210Pb  
(22.5 year half-life) 

- 210Pb emits two βs and an α 
while decaying to 206Pb 

- Detector (or detector housing) 
contamination by 222Rn can be 
determined by measuring 
alpha or beta particles given 
off during these decays.
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Radon Contamination
-Surface contamination from Cu 
housing dominated in the 
SuperCDMS Soudan experiment. 

-For SNOLAB we will require the 
same surface event rate for 
copper housing as the detectors.
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SoluDon*#4:Radon*MiDgaDon*
Etching*
(1%*H2SO4+3%*H2O2*)*

210Pb* >x68*
210Bi* x40.5*
210Po* X1.24*

24*

•  G. Zuzel and M. Wojcik NIM A 676 (2012) 
•  210Pb & 210Po in equilibrium at Soudan, 

therefore contamination came after 
cleaning 

Borexino:  Minimize Radon 
Exposure 
•  Flip packaging procedures 
•  Fast flow HEPA Filters 
•  More robust storage  

•  x22 suppression of 210Pb 
on Copper housing 
(conservative) 

•  No reduction of 210Pb on 
detector (conservative) 
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Radon Background:  Radon Mitigation
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Radon exposure can be mitigated by  
- surface cleaning procedures 
- radon reduced environments for material/detector storage 
- monitoring and tracking of materials and components
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Cosmogenic Backgrounds

- Transportation of Ge from US vendors will be done via ground. 

- Need to complete a study of trade-offs between air transport vs 
ship for European vendors. 

- Appropriate packaging will be used for both crystal boules and 
crystal that have been cut, shaped and polished. 

- Underground storage when possible.
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than the screened construction materials. Until dedicated simulation results are available, we set
the specification for these components to be the same as for the copper comprising the detector
housings scaled down by the ratio of the component mass to the tower mass.

The specifications for material radiopurity will be met by a detailed assay and screening program
described in Section 10.1.2.

Cosmogenic activation of detector and shielding materials (source 2) is believed to be a sub-
dominant background contributor. The method for estimation of the background rate associated
with cosmogenic activation is identical to other material contaminants, however the mitigation
method is di↵erent.

During fabrication above ground, exposure to high energy cosmic ray-induced muons or hadronic
showers can produce moderately long-lived radioactive isotopes either in the cryostat and shielding
materials or in the detectors themselves. Several of the isotopes of concern and the materials with
which they are associated are listed in Table 12. Subsequent decays within the detectors directly
generate background events, while activation in shielding and cryostat materials e↵ectively increases
the material’s intrinsic background rate as from radioactive contamination.

We are beginning to study this issue in greater detail, and will directly simulate decays from
the most prevalent activation isotopes. At present, we set the limits for cosmogenic activation rates
of shield components equal to the 238U, 232Th, and 40K specifications in order to conservatively set
the scale for control. For the detectors themselves, the most conservative assumption is that every
decay results in a single background event, which leads to a conservative limit of ⇠ 10 µBq/kg total
internal decay rate.

When simulations of cosmogenically produced isotopes are completed, the resulting specifica-
tions will provide guidelines on the maximum allowed surface (sea-level equivalent) exposure for
various materials. All components of the assembly will then be carefully tracked to monitor and
minimize the total cosmic ray exposure as described in Section 10.1.3.

Table 12: Isotopes of potential concern for background considerations sorted by the material
exposed to surface cosmic ray products.

Material Cosmogenic Isotope
Cu 22Na, 49V, 54Mn, 55Fe, 57,58,60Co, 63Ni, 65Zn
Ge 3H, 7Be, 22Na, 49V, 51Cr, 54Mn, 55Fe, 57,58,60Co, 56Ni, 68Ga, 68Ge, 73,74As
Si 3H, 7Be, 22Na, 32Si

Surface contamination and radon The surface contamination is assumed to be dominated by
implantation of radon daughters that quickly decay to 210Pb. This 210Pb remains on the surface
resulting in ongoing radioactive emissions. 210Pb contamination is most problematic on the detec-
tor surfaces and detector housing surfaces (source 3), where the alpha, beta, and nuclear recoils
(specifically daughters emitted by 210Pb) can directly hit the detector surfaces. For these surfaces
we have set a specification of 25 nBq/cm2. This rate was achieved for detector faces at Soudan.
However, the copper detector housings at Soudan were estimated to have a 210Pb rate ⇠20 times
higher than the detector faces. As such, more stringent cleaning and radon exposure protocols will
be implemented for the SNOLAB detector housings.

210Pb that decays on surfaces without a direct line of sight to the detectors (source 4) can still
generate background due to a few weak gamma emission lines but primarily from bremsstrahlung
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Backgrounds resulting from activation of materials exposed to 
cosmic rays are currently being assessed.
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Summary
- SuperCDMS Soudan is finishing operations and has 

produced world leading dark matter results. 

- Designs of SuperCDMS SNOLAB focusing on low-
mass WIMP searches is well underway.  

- SuperCDMS SNOLAB will be a mix of Ge and Si 
operated as iZIP and HV detectors. 

- Careful assessment and plans for mitigation of potential 
backgrounds for the SNOLAB experiment is in 
progress.
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Proof of Principle:  CDMSlite Results
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CDMSlite – final spectrum 

September 11, 2013 CDMSlite - Jeter Hall - TAUP 2013 
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Enr = Eee
1 + eVb

✏

1 + eVb
✏ Y (Enr)

Conversion keVee to 
keVnr

where Y is the 
ionization yield, 
defined to be unity for 
electron recoils.

Nuclear recoils create 
fewer charges than 
electron recoils.

1.3 keVee  
activation line
appears at 
5.3 keVnr
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